THE PROBLEM OF LOW PUNISHMENT RATES

THE PROBLEMS OF ADAPTATION AND DURATION NEGLECT
The studies in the text suggest that the reality of the prison experience is better represented by Bar 2 below (the adaptation calculation), rather than by Bar 1 (the naive calculation system). Consider those two bars. Assume that the affect associated with a day in prison is a negative 1. (We will now drop the negative sign, since it will be constant in all of the calculations. That means that a larger number represents an experience that is affectively worse than an experience with a smaller number.) Therefore, under what we have called the naive calculation system in Bar 1 a jail term of 100 days is registered as 100 negative units, since we assume the affect associated with a day in prison is always about the same as the affect associated with any other day in prison. Under the assumption of Bar 1, if we double the length of prison sentence we double the punishment achieved.
But the empirical findings we cite above hold that the perceived negativity of each objectively equally awful day of punishment experience perceptually declines somewhat over the period of time that the person spends in confinement. This is shown for the 100 day period in Bar 2 below. Note the implication for the total punishment amount of the longer period. By the end of the 50th day of the sentence, the intensity of the punishment experienced is less than it was at the start of the sentence. The next 50 days does not accomplish a doubling of the punishment, because the intensity of the punishment has already declined and continues to decline over the remaining period. Without attempting to assign a precise value in punishment units, the value of the 100 day prison experience will be significantly less that the 100 punishment units experienced under the naive assumptions in Bar 1. This aspect of adaptation to punishment is problematic because it means that imprisonment becomes increasingly less cost-efficient as punishment. Each unit of prison time will have a near constant cost, but the punitive bite of each unit will become increasingly less.
Still, it is important to see that what remains common to both of these representations is that the duration of the negative experience is a strong determinant of the negative quality of the experience that is retained in memory by the punished individual. More specifically, the duration of the punishment interacts multiplicatively with its intensity to produce the total punishment amount of the prison experience. In the Bar 2 cases, the intensity of the punishment declines as the days pass, so we have to multiply the duration of the punishment by the average intensity rather than assuming the high and level intensity shown in Bar 1. This general assumption of the approximate multiplicative effect of the duration of punishment is the conventional wisdom.
However, recent psychological research suggests that duration does not play anything like the major role that intuition gives it in determining punishment amount. Instead, in these experiments the amount contributed by duration to the remembered experience of pain was small. In other experiments, participants generally declined to experience a shorter period of intense pain, and preferred to experience a longer period that began with an intense pain of the exact duration of the one in the shorter period, and then, without the subjects becoming aware of it, added a period of less-intense pain. If duration were given the weight that conventional wisdom assumes, the subjects would have chosen to repeat the shorter pain experience. But they did not. To explain these results, Kahneman suggests that people retain a 'snapshot' of the negative experience that pools by averaging two aspects of the painful episode: the affective value of the most extreme pain experienced during the episode and the affective value of the pain experienced near its end.
The results of these studies are completely neglected by the conventional wisdom, which includes the duration of the punishment as a multiplicative determinant of its total pain as depicted in Bar 2 (reproduced below). Under the duration-influenced punishment calculation, for the sentence in Bar 2, which lasted 100 days, the punishment effect is less than 100 and more than 50, depending on the precise extent and timing of the adaptation step-downs in intensity. But the remembered punishment amount registered under the 'duration neglect' calculation of Bar 2 is the average of the sum of the maximum intensity (1, at the start) and the end intensity (.5), giving a total remembered punishment amount of 75+. Now compare this to a much shorter sentence, as represented in Bar 3 below, which represents a relatively short sentence that manages to be as aversive at its end as at its beginning. The startling realization is that this short sentence will be experienced as more aversive than a much longer sentence that is equally aversive at the beginning but less so at the end! The point here is that lengthening sentences may actually reduce their recalled negative character if the end experiences are relatively less aversive! 
